Modulation of radiation and cadmium induced biochemical changes in mouse kidney by *Emblica officinalis* Linn
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Background: Protective effect of *Emblica* against radiation and cadmium induced biochemical changes in mouse kidney has been studied. Materials and Methods: Adult male mice were divided into seven groups: I (sham-irradiated), II (cadmium chloride), III (irradiated with 2 Gy gamma rays), IV (radiation and cadmium chloride), V (Cadmium chloride and *Emblica*), VI (radiation and *Emblica*), VII (radiation, cadmium chloride and *Emblica*). The animals were autopsied after 1-28 days of treatment. The kidney was taken out and different biochemical parameters such as total proteins, glycogen, cholesterol, acid phosphatase activity, alkaline phosphatase activity, DNA and RNA were estimated. Results: The value of glycogen, RNA, acid phosphatase and alkaline phosphatase activity increased up to day-14 in non drug treated groups and day-7 in the *Emblica* treated groups and thereafter decreased up to the last autopsy interval. The value of cholesterol and DNA decreased up to day-14 in non drug treated groups and day 7 in the drug treated groups then increased in all the groups. In groups III, IV, VI and VII the value of total proteins increased during early intervals and decreased thereafter, but the animals of groups II and V, which were given only cadmium chloride with or without *Emblica*, showed an opposite trend. The biochemical parameters showed highly significant values (p<0.001) as compared to normal ones. Conclusion: Results indicated that combined treatment of radiation and cadmium chloride exerts synergistic effect. The drug treated animals showed less severe biochemical changes and an early and fast recovery, which may be due to protection provided by *Emblica*. Iran. J. Radiat. Res., 2010; 8(1): 3-10
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INTRODUCTION

Radiation and radioisotope based tools and technologies are increasingly contributing to progress in the quality of human health, agriculture and development in industries and have provided powerful methods in research. Therefore, extensive radiobiological research is needed in generating new basic knowledge and understanding, in setting standards for safety, in establishing protocols for regulation and in providing guidance for effective protection of public health.

Apart from ionizing radiation human beings are continuously exposed to a wide range of metallic pollutants from the environment. Many chemicals are released into the environment by mining, smelting, discharging industrial agricultural and domestic waste, burning fossil fuel and using pesticides. Cadmium is reported as one of the most toxic elements in the environment and its rapid uptake and accumulation by food chain crops contribute to its being a potential environmental hazard (1).

The wide variety of tissues constituting the kidney together with its importance and accessibility has made it a favourite site of study among the radiobiologists. Amongst numerous problems pertaining to the biological effects of ionizing radiation, which have been carefully investigated in recent years in many countries, radiation injury to the kidney occupies a special place, for it is adapted to filtering wastes from the blood. Proper knowledge of the response of kidney to ionizing radiation appears as a problem of great clinical and biological importance. Perhaps in no field of radiation biology are opinions as greatly divergent as in considering the kidney to be radio-resistant.

Kidney is resistant anatomically but probably most radiosensitive physiologically.
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Kidney is a moderately sensitive organ. The characteristic radiation response of kidney is acute radiation nephritis which appears 6 months to one year after completion of radiation therapy. The major complaints are swelling of legs, shortness of breath, headache and vomiting.

The inhibition of kidney uptake of radiolabelled somatostatin analogue: amino acid or gelufusine has been studied. Gelofusine significantly inhibited kidney uptake of octreotide to a level comparable to the level of inhibition by currently applied amino acid solutions. It was reported that amino acid infusion for kidney protection may have several side effect such as vomiting and potentially fatal hyperkalamia.

Modification of radiation and cadmium chloride induced response is obtained by means of chemical substances that can significantly decrease the magnitude of response when present in biological system. This type of modification is called as chemical protection and the substances responsible for it are termed chemical protectors.

A large number of compounds have been investigated for protective action by different workers, but these protectors are highly toxic at their effective dose level. Emblica is found to be a good herbal radio protector and at the same time non-toxic, inexpensive and easily available.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Animals**

Six to eight weeks old healthy male Swiss albino mice were procured from CCS Agricultural University, Hissar and maintained at 20-25°C Celsius. The animals were housed in polypropylene cages and maintained on balanced mice feed and tap water ad libitum.

**Source of radiation**

A cobalt-60 gamma radiotherapy source Theratron of AECL makes Canada was used to irradiate the animals. This facility was provided by the Radiotherapy Department of Prince Bijay Singh Memorial Hospital, Bikaner (Rajasthan), India. The animals were irradiated at the dose rate of 0.96 Gy/min.

**Cadmium chloride treatment**

The aqueous solution of cadmium chloride was prepared by dissolving 20 mg of cadmium chloride in 1000 ml of the glass distilled water, giving a concentration of 20 ppm and given as drinking water.

**Emblica**

*Emblica officinalis* Linn. Juice was procured from Vritika herbotech, Jaipur (India). The drug was fed orally at the dose rate of 0.01 ml/animal/day. The drug was given from seven days prior to cadmium chloride treatment or irradiation and continued up to the last autopsy interval.

**Plan of experimentation**

The animals were divided into the following groups:

- **Group-I** Sham-irradiated animals
- **Group-II** Only cadmium chloride treated animals
- **Group-III** 2.0 Gy of gamma irradiated animals
- **Group-IV** Cadmium chloride + 2.0 Gy of gamma radiation
- **Group-V** Cadmium chloride + *Emblica*
- **Group-VI** 2.0 Gy of gamma radiation + *Emblica*
- **Group-VII** Cadmium Chloride + 2.0 Gy gamma radiation + *Emblica*

**Autopsy of animals**

Five animals from each group were autopsied after 1, 2, 4, 7, 14 and 28 days of treatment. The animals were sacrificed by cervical dislocation. Immediately after autopsy, the kidney was taken out and it was blotted and weighed on electrical monopan balance. The kidney was kept at -20°C Celsius for various biochemical
estimations viz., total proteins, glycogen, cholesterol, acid and alkaline phosphatase activities, DNA and RNA \(^{(5-7)}\).

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

In groups III and IV the animals of which were irradiated with or without cadmium chloride, the value of total proteins content of the mouse kidney showed an increasing trend up to day-14, but only up to day-7 in *Emblica* treated groups VI and VII, thereafter the content decreased up to day-28. On the contrary, the animals of groups V and II, which were given only cadmium chloride with and without *Emblica* the value of total proteins declined (figure 1). These observations indicated that the amount of total proteins is adversely affected by the cadmium. The changes were less severe in the *Emblica* treated groups showing protection provided by the drug. A significant increase in the number of ribosome may occur due to their increased mobilisation from ER and this leads to the increased protein synthesis \(^{(8)}\).

An increase in the glycogen content was noted on days 1 and 2 which continued up to day-14 in non drug treated groups and day-7 in the *Emblica* treated groups. Thereafter the value declined up to the last autopsy interval i.e. day-28. After combined treatment synergistic changes were seen. An earlier and faster recovery was noted in *Emblica* treated groups showing protection provided by the drug (figure 2). An increase in the value of liver glycogen in rats with 450 R exposures for the first 6 days was observed which might be due to gluconeogenesis \(^{(9, 10)}\).

Decrease in the value of cholesterol was observed from day-1 up to day-14 in non drug treated groups II, III and IV and day-7 in *Emblica* treated groups in which almost normal value was observed on day-28. An earlier and faster recovery showed protection by *Emblica* (figure 3). Decrease in the cholesterol level after irradiation has also been reported by many workers \(^{(11-14)}\).

An increase in the value of acid phosphatase activity was observed up to day-14 in the non drug treated groups II, III and IV and day-7 in the *Emblica* administered groups then the value decreased on day-28.
significantly (P<0.001). A less prominent increase was noted in the Emblica treated animals as compared to non drug treated animals showing protection by Emblica (figure 4). The increase was found severe after combined treatment of radiation and cadmium chloride showing synergistic effect. The increased acid phosphatase activity seems to be characteristics of tissue damage by radiation (15). Lysosomal hydrolases are thought to contribute to the degradation of damaged cells, hence facilitate their replacement with normal tissue. The cellular damage might cause rupture of lysosomes and hence acid phosphatase activity increases due to heavy metal toxicity and irradiation.

In the present study an increase in the value of alkaline phosphatase activity was observed till day-14 in the non drug treated...
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The results suggested cytoprotective potential of Emblica fruit in acute cadmium toxicity which could be due to its multiple roles in biological system (16).

Decrease in the DNA content was noted up to day-14 in non Emblica treatment groups and day-7 in Emblica treated groups (figure 5). The efficacy of Emblica in modifying acute cytotoxicity of cadmium in male rats has also been evaluated. After combined treatment changes were more severe showing synergistic effect, whereas a less prominent increase was observed in Emblica treated groups (figure 5). The efficacy of Emblica in modifying acute cytotoxicity of cadmium in male rats.
and then an increase was observed on day-28 without reaching the normal value (figure 6). After combined treatment synergistic changes were observed. Depletion in the DNA content of a tissue in vivo due to reduction in or absence of the essential factors controlling DNA synthesis was also reported (17). These factors are the substrate (Four Deoxyribonucleoside tri phosphates), enzymes (Polymerase), and template activity of deoxyribo nucleoproteins activators (Mg++ and other divalent ions).

The concentration of RNA increased on day-1 and continued so significantly (P<0.001) up to day -14 in non drug treatment group and day-7 in Emblica treatment groups thereafter, it declined on day-28 (figure 7). This increase in the cellular RNA may be due to:

1. Ability of DNA to transcribe RNA is not affected quantitatively (18-20) but the length of the chain of RNA molecules reduces (21).
2. Increase in the nuclear RNA polymerase activity may contribute to the post-
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**Figure 6.** Variations in the DNA content in kidney of mice in various groups (mg/gm of tissue weight).
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**Figure 7.** Variations in the RNA content in kidney of mice in various groups (mg/gm of tissue weight).
irradiation increase in the cellular RNA \(^{(22)}\).
3. After irradiation with higher doses secretion of gonadotropin is increased \(^{(23)}\).
This increased gonadotropin secretion may accelerate the RNA synthesis \(^{(24)}\).

Biochemical estimations of various parameters in the animals indicated that in Emblica treated groups the values were nearer their normals than those in non-Emblica treated ones. In addition to it, recovery in Emblica treated animals started earlier, i.e., on day-14 as against day 28 in non-drug treated animals. Thus it shows that cadmium and radiation produced toxic effect on kidney and Emblica juice reduces these toxic effects \(^{(25-27)}\).

Presence of variety of polyphenols is reported in Emblica. These polyphenols are excellent scavengers of oxygen radicals produced in the body by radiation, thus affording protection to the body. It can be hypothesized that antioxidant activity, potent stimulation of haemopoietic system, non toxicity as well as the easy availability of Emblica make it as an excellent choice for further development as a natural radio protector.
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